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CITY OF SPRING HILL
BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN
PUBLIC HEARING AGENDA
JANUARY 19, 2021
07:00 PM
Call Public Hearing to order
Stipulation of members present
Concerned Citizens
Citizen Comments received via email will be read at this time.
Attachment: Ann Hunzeker Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Barbara Pisano Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Debbie Lewis Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Debra Hayes Public Comment 01-06-2021.pdf
Attachment: Dennis Linscomb Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Gerald W. Brokamp Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Hanover Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Harper Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Janet Lindsey Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Jeremy Townsend Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: John Strickland Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Joseph Cody Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Mandracchia Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Marianne Cooley Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Mark G. Lewis Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: Timothy Sheehan Public Comment.pdf
Attachment: TM Vincent Public Comment 01-06-2021.pdf
Attachment: Vicki Casey Public Comment.pdf

1. Consider Resolution 20-200, to approve a Development Agreement with BH103, LLC for Barton Hills for advanced payment of
water system development charges.
(deferred on December 21, 2020) Chuck Downham, Assistant City Administrator
2. Consider Resolution 21-01, to approve an agreement with Collier Engineering Company, Inc., to provide Construction and
Engineering Inspection Services for the Tom Lunn Road Widening Project.
Missy Stahl, Senior Project Manager
3. Consider Resolution 21-02, to approve an agreement with Middle Tennessee Electric Cooperative for electric services
relocations for Buckner Lane widening project.
Missy Stahl, Senior Project Manager
4. Consider Resolution 21-03, to authorize acceptance of Offer of Dedication of Road Rights-of-Way and Public Improvements
shown on the existing plat for Autumn Ridge, Phase 8, Section 1.
(recommended by the Spring Hill Municipal Planning Commission on December 14, 2020) Sarah Totty, Associate Engineer
5. Consider Resolution 21-04, to authorize acceptance of Offer of Dedication of Road Rights-of-Way and Public Improvements
shown on the existing plat for Bee Safe Storage.
(recommended by the Spring Hill Municipal Planning Commission on December 14, 2020) Sarah Totty, Associate Engineer
6. Consider Resolution 21-05, authorizing acceptance of Offer of Dedication of Road Rights-of-Way and Public Improvements
shown on the existing plat for Crossings North.
(recommended by the Spring Hill Municipal Planning Commission on December 14, 2020) Sarah Totty, Associate Engineer
7. Consider Resolution 21-06, authorizing acceptance of Offer of Dedication of Road Rights-of-Way and Public Improvements
shown on the existing plat for Grand Estates.
(recommended by the Spring Hill Municipal Planning Commission on December 14, 2020) Sarah Totty, Associate Engineer
8. Consider Resolution 21-07, to authorize the donation of Scot AirPacks to Lincoln County Fire Department/EMA.
Terry Hood, Fire Chief
9. Consider Resolution 21-08, to approve a Development Agreement with Spring Hill Development Holdings, LLC to credit
Adequate Facilities Tax and Traffic Impact Fees in consideration of construction of road improvements to Jim Warren Road.
Chuck Downham, Assistant City Administrator
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10. Consider Resolution 21-09, to authorize issuance of RFQ for traffic circle design services at New Port Royal Road intersections
with Jutes Drive and Parliament Drive.
Chuck Downham, Assistant City Administrator
11. Consider Resolution 21-10, to authorize termination of management and operation agreement with Rippavilla Inc.
Matt Fitterer, Alderman
12. Consider Resolution 21-11, to amend Resolution 20-187 regarding the Public Entity Partners Matching Grant.
April Goad, City Recorder
13. Consider Resolution 21-12, to appoint an Interim City Administrator.
Patrick Carter, City Attorney
14. Consider Resolution 21-14, to approve Amendment No. 4 for Professional Services Agreement with Kimley-Horn for the
Buckner Lane Widening Project.
Missy Stahl, Senior Project Manager
15. Consider Resolution 21-15, adopting an updated compensation plan pay scale for employees of the City of Spring Hill
16. Consider Resolution 21-16, requesting that the State of Tennessee name a bridge on Highway 396 over Kedron Road in honor
of J.B. Napier and Shirley Napier.
Vincent Fuqua, Alderman
17. Consider Resolution 21-17, to continue the practice of providing employees paid leave as provided in the Families First
Coronavirus Response Act.
Shelley Taylor, Human Resource Director
18. Consider Resolution 21-18, to approve the purchase of new Polymer System for the Wastewater Treatment Plant.
Travis Massey, Wastewater Treatment Plant Superintendent
19. Consider Second and Final Reading of Ordinance 20-22, an ordinance of the City of Spring Hill, Tennessee, amending the fiscal
year 2020-2021 Budget Ordinance 20-10, providing for revisions to the Adequate Facilities Tax Fund.
Tonya Travis, Finance Director
20. Consider Second and Final Reading of Ordinance 20-23 (RZN 895-2020) to rezone approximately 103 acres of property located
at 3233 Cleburne Road, known as Maury County Tax Map 029, parcels 011.00 and 011.01 from AG, Agricultural to R-4, Single
Family District.
(recommended by the Spring Hill Municipal Planning Commission on November 9, 2020) Austin Page, Associate Planner
21. Consider Second and Final Reading of Ordinance 21-01, to amend the Spring Hill Municipal Code, Title 1, Chapter 1, Section
1-101 regarding time of regular meetings for the Board of Mayor and Aldermen.
Amy Wurth, Vice Mayor
Adjourn
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General Attachment: Ann Hunzeker Public Comment.pdf
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From: Ann Hunzeker
Please vote No to this request. Pulte has added homes to the original 600 to bring the total to 800 and
is now requesting to add more with this resolution. They do not tell the residents before these
additions and the amenity center is undersized for the current 600 homes. Please vote No on this until
Pulte agrees to enlarge the indoor amenity facilities – not just add an outdoor pavilion.

All the best!
Ann Hunzeker
1026 Coffee Ridge
Southern Springs
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From: Barbara Pisano
In the Jan. 11 Planning Commission Meeting, we, as homeowners in Southern Springs, request
that you vote “No” on ANX 923-2021 which would expand Southern Springs by Pulte’s
annexation of approximately 52.7 acres (about 138 single family lots).
We oppose this annexation for several reasons. Numerous of us came to the Del Webb Southern
Springs subdivision, because of the quality reputation Del Webb has built and
maintained. Unfortunately, once we moved in, we quickly realized Pulte did not live up unity to
the Del Webb name in quality and delivering as promised. The pervasive lack of quality seen in
the Southern Springs community is appalling. This is not a Del Webb type quality community.
Spring Hill Planning Commission must obtain resident input before simply allowing Pulte to add
to Spring Hill Southern Springs infrastructure.
The marketing information presented by Pulte which played a part in folks reason for selecting a
home in the South Springs community included a 26.2 miles of running trail, Tot-lot, a dog park,
an aerobics area, tennis courts, pickleball courts, and a top-notch fitness center. Unfortunately,
what we have in reality does not match up very well. There are no 26.2 miles of running trails, a
personal concern for myself as a 10 time marathon runner. There is no Tot-lot, (which would be
nice to take my 3 grandchildren to), nor an aerobic area. The yoga area does not qualify as an
aerobic area. The dog park has been promised on a number of sites within the property. It is
currently promised for an area that was not even part of the Southern Spring community in
2016. All of the Pickleball and 2 of the tennis courts are not layout in the desired northsouth orientation to minimize the angle of sun in the eye. Therefore, making the courts not
playable for parts of the day and evening. The fitness center is not top-notch, you have to be
careful when entering it, not to step on someone working on the mats due to the limited
space. The equipment is marginal, not equipped as you would find in a professional gym.
Other poor quality issues and little-to-no regard for residents’ interests include:
Amenities such as the Lodge are inadequate to accommodate the 850 homes currently here and
certainly not the projected 1000 homes. The ballroom can only accommodate 160 people for an
event.
Other amenities promised to residents by Pulte Sales Associates have simply disappeared from
consideration. Examples are as follows:
Green space in front of the Lodge was to be wired and the ground prepared to have games,
bands, and other events available for residents’ enjoyment.
The Green Space in front of the Lodge is not wired for electricity, so additional lights or sound
systems are unable to be used. Events and bands are incapable of using this space.
The Green Space is very uneven; there are gaping holes in the grassy area that would be
hazardous to many of the over-55 residents. It is all but un-useable for games, events, or
anything whatsoever in the current condition. We have been told that the “grass would fill in”.
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The grass will not make up for the unlevel ground. There is about a 4 to 5 foot incline from the
sidewalk.
Drainage is an issue as the uneven hills and valleys in the grassy area retain water.
A sound-blocking wall along Humphreys Glen shielding residents from the Saturn Parkway
noise was promised to those who bought along this corridor. No sound wall is planned.
Many trees, shrubs and berms are planted in a substandard manner. No holes are dug, plants and
trees are simply planted on top of the soil with hay piled on top. As a result the trees fall down
and have to be re-planted a number of times. Residents have had to submit numerous requests to
get the trees re-planted.
The Coffee Ridge Pond has a substantial leak. Pulte has promised a solution after persistent
complaints from residents over the last 18 months. Many promises have been made and at this
point, we are told a plan will be presented in February 2021. This pond is one of two ponds used
for irrigation. Without this pond, the Southern Springs HOA must purchase water from the city
at a significant cost to all homeowners. In one month last year, the water bill was over
$10,000.00. Southern Springs has almost double the landscaping irrigation area now.
Other smaller ponds located throughout the community are algae filled, smelly during the
summer months, and totally unappealing.
Quality of home construction is lacking. Examples include:
Windows installed are not in compliance with LP Windows Company Required Installation
directions. Residents are concerned about water coming in through windows causing rot and
mold within the walls. Over 99% of boards framing the windows are not seen. Residents are
concerned that this issue may not become obvious until after all warranties are unenforceable.
When notified of this issue, Pulte says that LP verbally agreed to the way Pulte is installing
windows. Southern Springs appears to be the only Del Webb community installing windows
under this “approved verbal” method.
There is no written evidence of who will be responsible should there be water, rot, and mold
issues in the coming years due to faulty installation.
There were residents with roofing issues. Roofs were not attached properly and in accordance
with acceptable guidelines. The issue was partly due to shingle cupping due to installing wet
roofing materials. Workman also used roofing trusses that were broken.
The paving of the front of the subdivision has not been accomplished due to Pulte’s inability to
pass a city inspection to pave. We have been waiting for 2 years for Pulte to pave the front of the
subdivision with one promise after another missed for lack of workmanship. The asphalt has
sunk in a number of areas and while has been repaired, the roads are continuing to sink. In one
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instance, my husband’s car while trying to straddle a sewer cover caused over $1,600 damage to
the car because the sides along the sewer cover were so sunken.
The HOA just completed a 5-year, time consuming, expensive reserve study and Pulte is now
trying to expand the community without resident input. All the work and money spent is for
nothing and will have to be scrapped if we expand.
The HOA is running a deficient budget due to poor management and turnover of the
management company.
There numerous other examples too numerous to list here of individual homeowner complaints
such as poor craftmanship, poor drainage, and poor quality components.
For these reasons and other issues, we ask the City of Spring Hill to halt the Pulte expansion
until Pulte meets with residents in a proper forum. This forum must allow any resident who
wants to speak the right to do so. Residents feel Pulte provides lip service to us. We are told to
trust them that they will fix everything and come through for us. This community was started in
2006. In 2021, we are still waiting for the amenities that were suppose to be built in 2016, 2017,
and 2018. We have been more than patient.
Barbara Pisano
1769 Humphreys Glen
Spring Hill, TN 37174
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From: Debbie Lewis
To whom it may concern,
I am asking you to please keep Rippavilla. It is a great site that needs to tell it’s stories for the ones that
love history. I am a docent and everyone I take on tour loves the place and enjoy all of the stories of
Spring Hill. I planned a special Christmas tour and we had record numbers that day. To see the smiles
especially during this time were so rewarding. I have many more ideas that will bring even more. I would
love the opportunity to keep the site alive. We started working with the home school groups right here
in Spring Hill. After we gave the first tour one of the leaders of the group contacted many more and they
scheduled more tours. We are just getting started with many great ideas and events that would bring
tourists to Spring Hill. Please give us a chance to do so. We will make it worth your while. We are a very
close team that works great together.
Sincerely,
Debbie Lewis
Docent
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From Debra Hayes
Hello,
I would like to voice my concerns about the new development planned at the southeast corner of Saturn
parkway and Port Royal road. We live further down the road off Port Royal in the subdivision oak Lake
estates. We travel Port Royal road several times a day.
While we appreciate having more retail shopping options this side of town, we do not at all appreciate
the burden of traffic. Why is the infrastructure not being expanded FIRST before the development goes
in? There is mention of expanding Jim Warren road, but that seems to only be an aid to the shopping
center area. What about the rest of Port Royal road and the hundreds and hundreds of housing units
that access that road daily? The construction just continues a long port Royal for more housing. We have
lived here only one year and a half (moved from Franklin) and already can see a huge shift in traffic
along that road in such a short amount of time due to poor infrastructure planning and the increase in
new construction.
Spring Hill already has the reputation of poor city planning and being known for its horrible traffic. We
enjoy this community and the good people in it. We do not enjoy the poor infrastructure planning and
now can see firsthand why town has that reputation. Wouldn't it make more sense to expand Port Royal
road to a four-lane road FIRST and then put in this big development?
I would genuinely love to hear from city planners as to why the infrastructure is not being handled first.
Controlled growth is positive and good for everybody but improper planning with infrastructure does
too much harm for all except for the developers who gain the profit and move on to the next project.
Thank you for your consideration.
Deborah Hayes
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From: Dennis Linscomb

BOMA
I want this read into the BOMA agenda when this resolution comes up for BOMA
voting. Southern Springs residents were ignored by the PC not answering our objections in a
discussion.
Dennis Linscomb
1784 Humphreys Glen
Planning Commission:
I just listened to the streaming of the Jan. 11 PC meeting, and I am extremely disappointed in
the way you handled “PC Resolution 21-03 Release Landscape Performance Bond Southern
Springs Phase 5.” You voted 7-0 to release the bond with NO discussion despite the cogent
arguments presented in public comments by Tim Sheehan, Joe Cody, and others. You did NOT
answer their objections which you should have done via discussion. If this is the way (ignoring
and not addressing public evidence to the contrary) you will treat all resolutions to release
Pulte performance bonds in Southern Springs, then why should residents bother sending your
public comments? I was hoping that the PC would not be so developer-friendly, but it appears
that you are. Shame on you for not considering the detail of opposition to this resolution and
even discussing it. Just remember that we Southern Springs residents are also voters, and I will
make sure that Southern Springs residents know how you handled this bond resolution.
Dennis Linscomb
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From Gerald W. Brokamp
Dear BOMA Board Members,
I would like to ask each of you to consider approval of the renewal of the management contract for
Historic Rippavilla. Rippavilla is a unique gem for our community and provides historic meaning and
branding for our community. The future opportunities for the grounds and property are endless:
Walking trails, community events, social gatherings. neighborhood meeting place, etc..
I was first introduced to Rippavilla in June of 2018. Since that time I became a volunteer, then was later
hired as an employee under Pat Bearden. During my time I have had the opportunity to share Spring
Hill's history with pride to individuals from all over the country. Being a Spring Hill resident, I am also
able to share hotel and restaurant recommendations to folks visiting from other areas to further and
strengthen businesses within Spring Hill.
This past year was marked by insurmountable challenges. The Covid-19 Pandemic reduced all
possibilities along with staffing problems with the Executive Director position and supporting positions.
Despite these challenges, the remaining Board of Directors and all staff members worked diligently to
make the very best of the situation. We will continue to work hard and work through these situations in
order to achieve the necessary success you require and come to expect.
Being a former banker with over 30 years experience in Sales, Financial analysis, lending, remediation
and collections I can assure you the future of Rippavilla is strong and bright. Your continued investment
and trust in us will eventually pay dividends not only to the village but the entire Spring Hill community.
The current staff at Rippavilla are some of the most knowledgeable, professional and goal seeking
individuals I have ever been associated with. We all share a vision of success for the future. Our team is
ready for 2021 and we ask again for your full support in continuing this community partnership for the
betterment of Spring Hill Tennessee. Thank you for your sincere consideration, we look forward to your
vote of confidence.
Sincerely,
Gerald W. Brokamp
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From: Bob and Meredith Hanover
We are opposed to the requested expansion of Southern Springs by Pulte. Our community center and
infrastructure are not large enough to accommodate additional homes. The infrastructure of the City of
Spring Hill is not adequate to support these additional homes. During the summer we are on water
rationing and at times the streets in the city are gridlocked. We do not feel the city charges sufficient
developer fees to pay for the additional infrastructure. It is time for the city fathers to take into
consideration the impact of all this development on existing residents. We request that the city decline
Pulte's application for land annexation and expansion.
Regards,
Bob and Meredith Hanover
1132 Davidson Walk
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From: James and Cindy Harper
As a resident of Southern Springs, I am writing concerning the proposed annexation of land and
expansion of Southern Springs by Pulte, Inc. When we purchased our home in the community
in March of 2017, we were told by Pulte sales representatives that the community would be a
total of 600 homes with specific amenities that would be adequate for that number of
residents. They have since decided to build 200 more homes (bringing the total to 800) without
first notifying the residents or even requesting our input. The additional property and 138
homes now being proposed have once again been done behind our backs, and with no
discernable plan to expand the amenities that we were promised when we purchased here. If
you look at the online DelWebb promotional material, as well as signs throughout the
community, Pulte promises "resort-style living" including "dinner parties and dancing". They
promise: "a state-of-the-art fitness center, hobby and game rooms, indoor and outdoor pools,
and sporting courts." Although the existing amenities, when built, may have been adequate for
600 homes, it is obvious to all of us that they are quite inadequate for the number of residents
in 800 homes, and ridiculously inadequate for the proposed 938 homes.
Pulte's actions are unacceptable and are serving to devalue our properties and diminish the
senior lifestyle that we were promised. I am therefore asking that the Planning Commission, as
well as the Board of Mayor and Alderman, reject this and any future request in connection with
Southern Springs for annexation or permits to build more houses. Pulte's expansions should
not be considered without them meeting with and negotiating with the homeowners to expand
the existing amenities. I feel that the government officials, who are elected by the residents
that are voicing these concerns, need to take very seriously the issues that are being
presented. Pulte has shown themselves to be a greedy corporation that is being unfair to the
residents of Southern Springs, and they should not be enabled to continue these dishonest and
unfair practices.
James L. Harper
Cindy L. Harper
Southern Springs
316 Carter Trail
Spring Hill, TN
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From Janet Lindsey
I have worked, and been a volunteer at Rippavilla since 1997. The Rippavilla board has always been a
thankless, and volunteer position. In early days it was run by the county.
In the last two years, it is the first time I have seen a true interest, and energy put into what Rippavilla
should and could be. The board, and decision makers have worked tirelessly to create a better place for
visitors to experience.
I wish you could see the students face light up with excitement over holding something that they have
never seen, or possibly heard of.
So many wonderful and fun experiences happen at Rippavilla, that doesn't get any press.
Other beautiful events, and weddings add to the experience of being in Spring Hill, and on a Historic site.
History can be fun!
I encourage you to continue to work with us to keep this good thing going.
Janet Lindsey
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From: Jeremy Townsend
Dear BOMA,
When considering this large development plan, please realize that Port Royal Road is already beyond
capacity. During peak hours, traffic is backed up in both directions, but it appears to be much worse in
the northbound direction. I urge you to please prioritize improving Port Royal Road before any large
developments such as this are approved.
One change to the northbound direction of Port Royal that would greatly improve traffic flow and
appears to be a quicker solution that adding lanes would be to add enough of road way to put in a leftturn lane at the stop light in front of Daylight Donuts (see attached picture). This stop light does not
currently have a left turn lane, so when cars need to turn left and the left-turn arrow quickly turns back
to red, cars back up for the entire stretch potentially simply due to one car needing to turn left. They
must queue in the single lane, so others needing to go straight cannot due so.
Please consider this improvement BEFORE any major developments along this stretch of road.
Jeremy Townsend
3082 Sakari Cir.
Spring Hill, TN
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From: John Strickland:
Please see attached letter. Less housing, more amenities, work with current community and neighbors
should be done first.
RE: Pulte Southern Springs Expansion Dear Commission: I do not support the additional expansion and
annexation for 138 homes for Southern Springs community off Denning Lane. Pulte is asking for
approval without presenting to or having input of the current community, nor it’s neighbors on Denning
Lane, We were only notified after 12/28, shortly and vaguely after complaints were brought to the
attention to the city and the HOA board. This proposed addition of high density homes, increases
pressure on the water resources of the city and the health of the creek and wildlife that runs next the
the property. There are already Friday restrictions of watering current properties. This should not be
allowed unless further water capacity is obtained so that is plenty of water is available on a regular basis
and available for growth. Has there been a study to see how this new addition on the watershed?
Additional expansion, without proper current community input and expansion of current amenities has
not been done. Pulte has not fulfilled the promise of the current amenity list. This list is small compared
to other list that other like properties, such as Lake Providence Mt. Juliet. We don’t have to be exactly
like Lake Province, but expanding without completing current amenities promised and not adding to
them, should not happen. There will be more traffic pressure and noise on the single street,( Southern
Springs Pkwy), that the new expansion will be tied to. If this expansion is approved, it will add pressure,
noise and dust to the current residents along on Denning Lane. Pulte should allow for more time from
the current community for input and design. Pulte has had issues with build quality, and timely warranty
repairs of current homes at Southern Springs. They need to concentrate on their current community at
Southern Springs. Work with them to build a better community, a higher valued community, a more
livable community. Instead of doing a money grab and not working with the current community and
neighbors and causing congestion, with such a large expansion, off a single street (Southern Springs
Pkwy.) and impacting the surrounding properties on Denning Lane. If approved, allow less housing and
more amenities. Denning Lane is one of the last agricultural rural roads left in Spring Hill. Careful
thought is needed before a quick build out for Del Webb Southern Springs. Take time to do it right and
turn Southern Springs Spring Hill a premiere 55+ community as advertised. Additional amenities ideas
are: walking/hiking trails, boating/ kayaking, fishing, lake. Bocce ball courts, horseshoe courts, Mini
lodge with billiards, card rooms, Art and ceramics rooms. Deli with bar and patio. Serving breakfast and
lunch with a view of the lake/ pond and Putting and Chipping green areas. Additional Pickle ball, Tennis
courts. If some of these idea were put in place, then I would be in favor to move forward. Sincerely
yours, John Strickland
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From: Joseph T. Cody
Good afternoon,
In order to provide the Spring Hill Planning Commission and Board of Mayor and Alderman a true sense
of where the current residents of Southern Springs stand regarding Pulte’s application to build the
additional 138 units, a survey of the community was executed. The results are presented in this email
for use in your considerations of Pulte’s application.
The survey was sent to 651 people on Saturday, January 2nd with responses requested by end of day on
Thursday January 7. In this 6-day period we received 461 completed surveys for a 71% response rate.
The survey form is attached to this email.
Overwhelmingly, 97% of the respondents are asking that the Planning Commission take no action on
the Pulte application at your January 11th meeting. Further, the 3% asking for action are requesting that
you deny the Pulte application.
Instead, 98.5% of the survey respondents are asking you to require the developer to provide a plan for
additional amenities that are adequate for the total number of homes being built in Southern Springs
before acquiring any property to expand Southern Springs. We ask that you require to develop this
amenity plan in conjunction with the current residents and that they demonstrate support of this
project by the residents before you consider the application for approval.
The survey asked respondents to consider the adequacy of the existing amenities in Southern Springs,
i.e. Lodge, Event Lawn, Pools, Courts, Parks, etc. 99.8% of respondents stated the current amenities are
not adequate for 938 units and 98.5% said they are not adequate for 800 units. The respondents are
evenly split as to whether the amenities are adequate for the original development of 600 units.
If Pulte addresses the residents’ concerns, Southern Springs is divided on whether they would support
the added 138 units. 43% say they would support, 30% would still be opposed and 27% are undecided
at this time
Residents are also very concerned about the capabilities of the City infrastructure (water, sewer,
roads, protection services, etc.) to meet the expanding requirements new development and
construction already underway. 88% of respondents are concerned about the infrastructure while 11%
have a neutral opinion. Only 1% of respondents are not concerned.
Thank you for your consideration of this resident input. If you want any further clarification, please
contact me at the email and phone number below.
Respectfully submitted on behalf of the residents of Southern Springs,
Joseph T. Cody
680 Overton Way
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From: Robert and Christine Mandracchia
As proud citizens of Spring Hill, and members of the Southern Springs community; we have serious
concerns about Pulte's request to annex property on Denning Road in order to build an additional 138
homes in the Del Webb development. This will bring the total number of homes to Southern Springs to
950; a significant increase over the original plans for the community. As buyers, we were advised that
the community would be limited to approximately 600 homes due to the limited infrastructure and city
services.
We urge the commission to delay any consideration of this request. There has been limited
communication to the current residents regarding this expansion. We are particularly concerned about
any potential negative effect to the community. We feel that in all fairness, the current residents of
Southern Springs should have an equal opportunity to have their voices heard by the commission.
Thanks for your consideration.
Respectfully,
Robert and Christine Mandracchia
907 Shelby Springs
Spring Hill
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From: Marianne Cooley:
Rippavilla needs more investment, not less. With each new subdivision or commercial strip, it's value is
clearer-- a treasure trove for cultural and academic enrichment, open space and public events.
I believe help may be all around us, more than in any other place I've lived. A professional planner
mapping longterm development is a great start. But for close-up guidance in modern methods of
preservation, I can't help thinking of Carnton, BelleMead and other significant sites.
In fact, this area of Tennessee is loaded with public history college majors, teachers, writers and other
professionals with long experience directly relevant here. Many are accessible, willing, generous and
enthusiastic preservation advocates, attached to sites with the same issues as Rippavilla.
I hate to see this beautiful site drift, sink or wear away when it has so much potential. Marianne Cooley
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From: Mark G. Lewis
To whom it may concern,
I ask that you please keep Rippavilla under it’s present management. I believe the site is doing a great
job presenting the story of the home & attracting tourists to the community. The current administration
and staff is the best they’ve ever had. I believe the site can support itself and even make a
profit. Please let’s continue to work together to make it a world class historical site.
Sincerely,
Mark G. Lewis
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From: Timothy Sheehan
Dear Gentlemen and Lady:
I am writing to express my disappointment, and my outrage, at the way my objections to PC
Resolution 21-03 were handled in Monday's Planning Commission meeting. I am given to understand
that my objections set out in the attached e-mail were orally read into the record prior to your vote.
That’s fine. I thank you for that. But, following the entry of those comments THERE WAS NO
DISCUSSION OF THEM! How can this be? In good faith, and in the interest of the residents of Southern
Springs, I took the time to analyze carefully the submissions by the PC staff and the attached
certifications and documents. I did my homework and gathered information that I felt the PC should
have before it considered the proposed release of the landscape bond. I believe that I marshalled facts
that undercut entirely the basis on which Pulte sought to have the landscape bond released. Viz:
1. The notice of the proposed release of bonds was deficient because Pulte, either out
of sloppy practice or out of an intention to hide the ball, uses different phase designations for the
Southern Springs development. That makes it hard for residents to know easily what areas are at issue
for any of the Pulte proposals regarding performance bonds. The notice of the PC action, therefore, is
deficient and cannot satisfy the requirements of your own rules that notice of PC actions be given to
community residents.
2. But, even ignoring the notice issue, the facts stated in the resolutions and staff
documentation regarding saisfaction of the 12 month completion/operation requirement are not
accurate. Either Pulte’s records are somehow incorrect or Pulte is purposely mistating the timeline for
completion of its landscaping requirement in Phase 5. In either event, in the face of Pulte's claims
regarding completion at least 12 months ago and proper operation for at least that 12 month period,
you have a resident stating in his objection, based on his observation, that the 12 months requirement
was not met.
I know my facts are correct. I live here. I have walked around the “phase 5” area
(including the detention pond near Grainger Springs) at the north end of the development during the
spring and summer. I know the landscaping buffer around the “phase 5” area, particularly around the
detention pond near Grainger Spring, was NOT COMPLETED until well into the summer of 2020. And I
would expect that some of those plants that were installed during the spring/summer of 2020 will not
survive a full year. That has been the experience regarding newly installed plants throughout the
development since we moved in. Those are the facts as I see them. Did the PC even consider those
facts and ask staff and/or Pulte to respond? And exactly what action did the PC or its staff take to
gather information to either refute or confirm the facts I allege in my objection? given the lack of
discussion at the meeting, I have to conclude that the PC did nothing. Why not?
And the dispute of the facts raises a more important question: precisely what action did the PC
or its staff take to confirm, prior to submitting the proposed resolution, the accuracy of any claims by
Pulte regarding the timing of the landscaping installation and the quality of that installation? Or, do you
just take the developers’ word for such things while ignoring the facts asserted by objectors? What
documentation did Pulte submit to support its claim that it had met the conditions for release of the
bond? Based on my inquiries, I believe that the bond is being released solely on the basis of Pulte’s
statement that the conditions are satisfied. Based on my inquiries, there was no independent
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inspection made to make sure that the landscape buffer was completed at least 12 months ago and has
been operating properly for at least 12 months. You are relying on the word of Pulte alone and that is
wrong.
In sum, this whole process has been designed to simply give Pulte whatever it wants
with regards to the landscaping bond. This cannot be allowed to happen. I ask that the PC table the
resolution and conduct an independent inquiry into how it processes requests that performance bonds
are released. That process cannot be done properly without doing a detailed inspection regarding
completed work and the proper operation of that work for the specified period. A complete review
should also include gathering input from the residents of a development covered by a performance
bond.
I look forward to your prompt response to my concerns.
Sincerely,
Timothy Sheehan
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My wife and I were married here.
I love this building and would participate in as many of the events they have as possible. I encourage the
city to continue supporting this community icon and gathering place and I encourage Rippavilla inc. to
create more activities throughout the year to bolster income.
I recommend 5k-10k 1/2Marathon races and local talent Concerts held regularly with a 5-10$ admission
price.
Drive in movies on a dependable night (like Columbia’s first fridays) which have been a big success.
Things like corn mazes and a jumping pad could create enormous revenue in the fall.
All the little bickering about signs and gift shops can and should be handled by a private phone call.
Publicly airing disputes is a bad look for the both parties.
My address is 1605 Wellington Drive, Columbia TN 38401 and I can be reached at 6789938774 If you
have any questions or would like any further comments just let me know.
T.M. Vincent
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From: Vicki Casey
To City of Spring Hill –
This is to let my feeling be known regarding the potential expansion of the Del Webb Southern Springs
development.
I purchased my home almost 2 years ago with the understanding that it would be a community of 600
homes. I did not have the opportunity to object to the addition of an additional 200 homes. The
amenities center/club house is too small to accommodate the residents of 800 homes that are now to
be completed. The fitness center is already too small for the number of residents that would use
it. Pulte will tell you that the fitness center is not crowded and under used, but remember we have
been on COVID lockdown for 9 months!
Pulte should not be allowed to expand the community to build more houses. They have not even
addressed and construction issues on the numerous cracked sidewalks and curbs throughout the
community. Why should Pulte build more houses when they can’t take care of the rest of the
development?
Please do not allow Pulte to add additional houses to this already overcrowded community.
Regards,
Vicki Casey

3013 Putnam Grove
Spring Hill, TN 37174
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